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Through our platform you can create different projects. Our team will give you full support for successful realization. Every project created in our system is considered part of **ALLBI**, the goal is for all of us to form a large team of people to work on their projects.

The following Crypto Projects have been created in our system now:

1. **https://www.onlexpa.com/** - One of the largest online training sites in Europe! onLEXpa uses its own **onLEXpa Tokens** for online payments. When a customer pays a course with onLEXpa Tokens, he gets big discount! Our goal is to make education around the world more and more accessible through Blockchain Technology!
   **onLEXpa Tokens New Binance Smart Chain Contract Address:**
   0x66bbb72b10523e79c22ef5ac9f8147601a2f3302
   **Trade onLEXpa Tokens in PancakeSwap:**
   https://pancakeswap.finance/swap?outputCurrency=0x66bbb72b10523e79c22ef5ac9f8147601a2f3302

2. **https://www.librefree.allbestico.com/** - **LibreFreelencer (LibreF Token)** Here every person offers themselves and their own community skills. In this system you can offer legal services, IT services, consulting services, and so on.

3. **https://metaversefuture.allbestico.com/** - **Metaverse Future / MF Tokens** All **ALLBI** holders will be able to receive MF Tokens.
   **MF Tokens New Binance Smart Chain Contract Address:**
   0xa5ad1a76f1864378661f9b0b3beda1af6b6ffe40
   **Trade MF Tokens in PancakeSwap:**
   https://pancakeswap.finance/swap?outputCurrency=0xa5ad1a76f1864378661f9b0b3beda1af6b6ffe40

4. Expect new projects in **2022! All ALLBI owners will receive part of all New Tokens free - which we will listing in 2022!**
I. ABSTRACT

SUMMARY

ALLBESTICO (ALLBI) is a cryptocurrency there are two based blockchains on the Ethereum which belongs to a class of ERC20 token standard (old) and Binance Smart Chain (BEP-20) (NEW). ALLBI will switch fully to BSC when all updates and SWAPs are performed. At the moment your tokens are protected no matter which blockchain they are on, we will replace all your tokens with the new BEP-20. The official Smart Contract is: https://bscscan.com/token/0x19178ecef9cf2dc3f2dcf2ec9eb0b68d4bd92592806a

Total Supply: 666,000,000 ALLBI (BEP-20)

ERC20 is a technical standard used for smart contracts on the Ethereum blockchain for implementing tokens. ERC stands for Ethereum Request for Comment, and 20 is the number that was assigned to this request. The clear majority of tokens issued on the Ethereum blockchain are ERC20 compliant.

Binance Smart Chain (BSC) has been booming with activity. Ranging from token swaps to decentralized money markets and cute NFTs, there are many options to earn yield or simply to have fun.

But what do you need to get started, and how do you do it? We’ll go through it all in this Whitepaper.

This Whitepaper intents to give a brief and general outline about the usability of this new digital asset called ALLBI and how any member of public can participate and earn ALLBI. In this paper will explore how ALLBI will function as an alternative cryptocurrency, the products and services and rewards available through the ecosystems associated with ALLBI, the technical information of the product/digital asset (software specifications) named ALLBI, and how ALLBI is designed to provide a better experience for cryptocurrency users.
II. INTRODUCTION

What is ALLBI?

ALLBI is the first consumer-oriented cryptocurrency launched in the U.K. and Bulgaria by LEX PARTNERS LTD, company which supports ALLBI. ALLBI works just like Bitcoin, but removes mining for profit. ALLBI aims to virtually eliminate mining for profit – the aspect of cryptocurrencies responsible for harming the environment, through wastage of electricity. The coins are stored on computers and transferred over the internet between digital “wallets-profile”.

You can pay a certain amount of Ethereum (ETH) until 31/12/2019 or with ALLBI Tokens afterwards according to Phase I to III (prices are listed on the site and in your account) to create for your own CRYPTOCURRENCY. ALLBI is a digital asset.

With the development of our system, you will be able to:

● create your own crypto projects

● use your ALLBI Tokens to make payments to other projects created on our system;

● to sell your ALLBI Tokens to other peers directly from your profile

● without using intermediaries or having commissions;

Of course you will also be able to sell your ALLBI tokens on different cryptocurrency exchanges!

*ALLBESTICO (ALLBI) Address and Phase I to III can be found on the last page!
WHAT IS CRYPTOCURRENCY?

Cryptocurrencies are digital systems (protocols) for exchanging value between participants on a decentralised computer network. Bitcoin (BTC) is the most famous and widely-adopted cryptocurrency.

Most cryptocurrencies use hard-to-solve cryptographic puzzles called “Proof of Work” to secure the operation of the network. The process of verifying the cryptographic solutions is commonly referred to as “mining”. Bitcoin introduced a “reward” system, where the miner who solves a block is awarded a small amount of the cryptocurrency. This reward compensates the miner for contributing their hardware and electricity to the mining network.

The solution of a block is a vital operation to allow distributed consensus and add the block to the blockchain.

Technology-rooted movements like Bitcoin have demonstrated, through the power of the default, consensus mechanisms, and voluntary respect of the social contract, that it is possible to use the internet to make a decentralised value-transfer system, shared across the world and virtually free to use. This system can be said to be a very specialised version of a cryptographically secure, transaction-based state machine.

What is the difference between Cryptocurrency and ALLBi?

Cryptocurrencies like BitCoin are based on technology called mining for distribution of token, where ALLBi is a new type of cryptocurrency (tokens), built on the basis of Ethereum (ERC20) technology and Binance Smart Chain (BEP-20).

It offers maximum convenience, maximum security, and involves no bureaucracy. Anyone can review the contract of the currency via a link:

**BEP-20 (new):**
https://bscscan.com/address/0x19178ecef9cf2dc3f2ec9cb0b68d4bd92592806a#code
BENEFITS

On traditional server architectures, every application has to set up its own servers that run their own code in isolated silos, making sharing of data hard. If a single app is compromised or goes offline, many users and other apps are affected. On a blockchain, anyone can set up a node that replicates the necessary data for all nodes to reach an agreement and be compensated by users and app developers. This allows user data to remain private and apps to be decentralised like the Internet was supposed to work.

III. ALLBESTICO (ALLBI) SPECIFICATIONS

Web: https://allbestico.com/

SPECIFICATIONS

Primary project website: https://allbestico.com/

Total Supply: 666,000,000 ALLBI Tokens (666 Millions)

Symbol: ALLBI

Decimal places: 18

BEP-20 (new):
https://bscscan.com/token/0x19178ecf9cf2dc3f2ec9eb0b68d4bd92592806a
SECURITY

The **ALLBI** wallet uses state-of-the-art wallet technology powered by Ethereum smart contracts and Binance Smart Chain. Security features are implemented on the very fundamental level possible – inside Ethereum smart contracts. Independent security oracle services are used to authorize transactions inside the network.

V. ECOSYSTEM AND COMMUNITY

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

We will work on creating your Crypto Currency (ICO) Project! We are a team of exceptional programmers and visionaries who want to help each idea and together to change the world. We are one community together with every project created on our system. That is, you and we together are one! We will rely on hundreds of programmers to be able to meet your expectations of perfect and trouble-free work.

We are a direct reflection of your success! Each of you will receive individual attention to your project. Many experts will work for you. Do not hesitate to sign up for our site - The tokens are limited, Time is limited, but your options are NOT!

Make your project yourself or with friends and equip yourself with our unique system. Tell everyone and your tokens will sky-rocket! Our project is an innovation in the crypto world, as it creates a precedent in collaboration, communication and the development of relationships between project creators and every client. The goal of the project is to become one whole!

V. CONCLUSION

So far we have implemented important innovations in **ALLBI**, but we won't stop there. We have the requirements for a Crypto Currency for a fair economy, and have identified important features that will be implemented in the near future.

Please familiarize yourself well with the payment terms presented below. Also read our tips on how you can invest wisely. **Success!**
Purchase your Crypto Project (ICO) using the following ALLBI (BEP-20) Address:

0xed0b26224D4629264B02f994Dcc4375DA3e6F9e4

PAYMENT IS MADE ONLY WITH ETH, ALLBI or BNB address:

**Phase I GOLD - From 09.07.2018 until 31.12.2019.**

- Make a payment of 10 ETH = you will receive Bonus: 5000 ALLBI!

**Phase II Silver - From 01.01.2020 until 31.12.2020.**

- Make a payment of 1 000 000 ALLBI Tokens!

**Phase III Bronze - From 01.01.2021 until 31.12.2022.**

- Make a payment of 10 BNB!

After making the payment choose which promotional period you paid for from your account. We will then contact you. You can also write to us at: office@allbestico.com! GOOD LUCK!!!
After payment, we remain available for any email questions: office@allbestico.com

You are not committed immediately to creating your Cryptocurrency project, after you have made the payment to our address. You can enter the parameters from your account, for your Cryptocurrency at any time!

Any other desired information about your Cryptocurrency project, such as video, text, photos, and more - you can send them to us after pressing the Complete your request button (from your account) on our e-mail address: office@allbestico.com

We will be in constant contact with you so that we can create the best Crypto Project for You!

Once you sign up to our website, you will be given a field where you need to enter your ALLBI Address. You can get a Total of +30,000 ALLBI Bonus if you make a payment through the account.

You can enter your Cryptocurrency parameters whenever you like, after making the payment! If you choose to create your Crypto project, you must select your Cryptocurrency Project parameters - (name, number of characters, site name ... etc.).

We will create your project and integrate it into our system. Once we've done everything for you, we're sending you important information that will allow you to control and develop your project yourself!

In addition, we can help you to start your cryptocurrency on the Exchange. All details on listing your cryptocurrency will be specified further if you wish by e-mail: office@allbestico.com
ALLBI™ Total Supply: 666,000,000 ALLBI Tokens (666 Millions)

ALLBI Tokens are traded on the following Exchanges:

✅ **P2PB2B** *(BEP-20)* trade new **ALLBI** Tokens unlocked transfers:

**BNB**: [https://p2pb2b.io/trade/ALLBI_BNB](https://p2pb2b.io/trade/ALLBI_BNB)

✅ **CREX24** *(BEP-20)* trade new **ALLBI** Tokens unlocked transfers:


✅ **PANCAKESWAP** *(BEP-20 - Decentralized Trading Protocol)*

**ALLBI** 0x19178ecef9cf2dc3f2ec9cb0b68d4bd92592806a

**BMB or others**: [https://pancakeswap.finance/swap?outputCurrency=0x19178ecef9cf2dc3f2ec9cb0b68d4bd92592806a](https://pancakeswap.finance/swap?outputCurrency=0x19178ecef9cf2dc3f2ec9cb0b68d4bd92592806a)
♦Our customer support NEVER communicates via direct messages on Telegram. Beware of scammers that may impersonate our teammates.

♦In order to ensure the security of your assets, please DO NOT disclose your account ID, password, verification code or any other personal information.

Divide your funds into two types of investments. The first type represents money you can afford to lose, and the second contains money you can't afford to lose.

For example, you might have a tolerance for losing a few hundred dollars left over from a tax refund or payments for overtime at work. On the other hand, you might have savings that you will depend on for your retirement income, and you can't afford to lose any of it. You will find it useful to divide your money so you remain absolutely clear about which portion you can't risk.

"Don't invest more than you can afford to lose."

✔Thank you for reading and taking note of these simple rules.

Welcome to our Community!
Coin Market Cap:

ALL BEST ICO (ALLBI)

- [https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/all-best-ico/](https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/all-best-ico/)
- [https://coincodex.com/crypto/allbestico/](https://coincodex.com/crypto/allbestico/)
- [https://www.worldcoinindex.com/coin/allbestico](https://www.worldcoinindex.com/coin/allbestico)
- [https://opensea.io/collection/allbi-onlexpa-nfts](https://opensea.io/collection/allbi-onlexpa-nfts)